"GAPP students' visit to the Egyptian Smart Village Cyber Security Center"

As part of class activities "International Diplomacy and Security" (PPAD 5199), Ambassador Sameh Aboul Enein, adjunct professor for international security & disarmament at the school of GAPP, conducted a study trip to The National Telecom Regulatory Authority at Smart Village on Thursday, July 10th, 2014.

The visit was very enlightening for the students; the Director Dr Sherif Hashem, the Vice President for Cyber Security introduced new aspects related to Cyber Threats. The Main Topics that were discussed were the Key Cyber Security Threats, Some Recent Cyber Attacks, and Egypt: Legislative Developments, Egypt Infrastructure Development, Operational Framework: EG-CERT, International Cooperation, and Challenging Tasks. This visit gave the students the opportunity to discuss emerging regional & international security threats associated with Cyber War and its implications.